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Introduction

When I was asked to write an introduction for this catalogue, I was at first 
unsure of what to say. What does one say about a museum that is as much ones 
home as it is their workplace, their hobby, their every waking desire fulfilled?
It's hard to put into words just how much the museum and the collection means
to me, and how honoured I was when the position of curator fell to me. But, 
words must be found and so I shall find them. 

The Dice Museum is a quaint little place with a small staff, and is run out of The Dice Museum is a quaint little place with a small staff, and is run out of 
the house of its founder, a man whose name has long since been left in the 
mists of time. The collection is a humble one, though it grows every year, as
 does the reputation of the museum itself. 

The collection here has also been called 'unusual' in its time. Also 'strange', 
'horrifying', 'hypnotizingly beautiful' and a collection of garbled, incomprehensible 
screams and throaty noises. Here at the museum we are proud of this reputation 
we have developed for out little collection. It's quite an accomplishment for we have developed for out little collection. It's quite an accomplishment for 
such an insignificant museum.

This catalogue documents most of the collection in its various layouts, though 
does not showcase the museum itself, since we couldn't get permission from 
the house to be photographed and when the first photographer that came around
tried, all we found was his lens cap. So to experience the joy of the Dice Museum
in all its glory, you should come and visit it in person! 

But if you can't, this catalogue will allow to experience a kind of second hand But if you can't, this catalogue will allow to experience a kind of second hand 
joy, which is almost as good. 

- Lorna Ficluer, curator
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The Line Display
The line display at the museum features some of our collection 

organised in classic lines based on the number of sides each dice has,
as wel as several colour grouped lines, forming unique sets. 

Viewing dice laid out in this way has been said to have a soothing 
effect on the mind, so just keep looking at these dice. 

Let your eyes follow the lines. 

Relax. Relax. 
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The dice at our collection fall naturally into certain groups. 
The groupings change every few months, but at the time of this 
catalogue, the dice in the group display were sorted by colour.*

The Group Display
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*If you notice any strange emanations from any of the cases containing the groups, please report it to a 
member of staff immediately for the safety of you and your family.
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The D6 Variations

It is currently unknown whether this part of the museum is a deliberate 
collection of all the six sided dice, an art project by one of the staff or 

indeed if the laying out of the dice in this way serves some darker purpose. 

At any rate, the organisations are intriguing to look at and showcase
 some our finer six sided dice. 
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Things sometimes get a touch serious here at the museum, and so 
occasionally the more creative staff members will arrange portions of the 
collectionin an aethetically pleasing way. This only rarely results in the 
wrong kind of dice coming into contact and causing a tear in the fabric of
 our very dimension  to open up and devour the staff member that so 
foolishly arranged the dice in such a dangerous way, threatening all of 

our lives and the lives of those we love. our lives and the lives of those we love. 

But the arrangements shown here caused  no such problems, and are 
merely a colourful display showcasing some of our more vibrant dice. 

Spectrum 
showcasing the talent of our staff



Arrangement credit: Amar, the summer temp
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Arrangement credit: Carol, from accounting



The Franklin-Rouchard
Collection

We are very fortunate to have in our collection some decorative 
jewellery pieces, donated to us by the estate of the late

 Lady Franklin-Rouchard. Featured here are the pieces she considered her 
personal favourites. Each dice featured here is worth over £100,000, 
and the items donated to us number far more than shown here. 

They numbered even more when we first recieved them but every year 
we seem to lose track of one. The inventory department really 

need to step up their game. 
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Lady Franklin-Rouchard was a passionate collector of decorative 
dice jewellery pieces. It is rumoured that somewhere in her estate
there is hidden a diamond set. That’s just a rumour, though
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The collection houses a rare set of cleromancy dice, or fortune telling 
dice. These dice are used to see the future by combining the numbers 
and symbols. It is a difficult and old art, though here at the museum we 
are lucky enough to have a cleromancer on our staff. She has told us
 that the combinations rolled in these photographs fortell a good 
sales year (left), a great dinner at a local restaurant (top right) and a 

tragic loss (lower right).tragic loss (lower right).
 

She refuses, however, to tell us which member of staff each 
fortune belongs to. 

The Cleromancy Dice
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Circles & Towers
the hidden power of dice structures

Here are shown some of the arcane 
dice structures that we house at the 
museum. They represent the great 
power, mystery and divinity of dice
 and are a subject of much discussion 

among dice theologists.

Dice circles, much like fairy rings, 
are not to be trusted and treated 
with great caution. Should you 
encounter one outside of a 

museum case, follow these steps.
Do not take your  eyes off it 
and back away slowly, nodding and back away slowly, nodding 
your head to acknowledge its 
power and your great fortune to 
have encounted so great a thing
in your pitiful, limited life. 

Once you have exited the room, 
close and lock the door, making 
sure to mark it with the correct

ancient warding sigil.

Then flee the building without
looking back. 

Do not return. Do not return. 
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Dice towers are less dangerous and the ones at the museum are 
perfectly safe. Often the towers are man made constructs, though 
there have been some sightings of them in the wilderness. Man

made towers have been discovered in every part of the world, usually
stacked freely but occasionally joined by forms of glue or by long nails.

The ancient constructs that we house at the museum are freely standing
towers found underground in an arctic cavern, and were carefulytowers found underground in an arctic cavern, and were carefuly

transported here. It is theorised that they were built to
honour the Great Unknown Being that dictates the outcome of a roll.

Worship them. 

Fear them.

 But if your child bumps the case and knocks one down, do not fear for 
your life - the Great Unknown Being can easily be pacified by purchasing 

a carved icon in his image from our gift shop.a carved icon in his image from our gift shop.
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The Most Beautiful Dice
in the world

At the museum we are privileged to house the mos beautiful dice
in the world. This is a dice of such celestial appearance, such
indescribable radiance, that it is simply impossible to properly
photograph it. Instead, for the catalogue, we have provided a 
space in which you can imagine the impossible glroy of the

most beautiful dice in the world, as well as images of the second
and third most beautiful dice, for comparison.and third most beautiful dice, for comparison.
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Shown here is each individual dice owned by the museum, except 
in the case of duplicates, where only one of each kind is shown.
 Dice marked with an asterisk are available for sale. Contact 

information for enquiries can be found at the back of this catalogue
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Contact Information

For contact information for The Dice Museum, as well as many of its 
staff, please visit www.thedicemuseum.com

For any other contact information, write the name of the person you 
wish to contact on your mirror at midnight in blood or another red substance, 
then go to bed and do not open your eyes until your alarm wakes you in 

the morning. If the person wishes to respond, you will find it by your toaster. 

If they do not, please wait three days before trying again. Sometimes the If they do not, please wait three days before trying again. Sometimes the 
infernal communication highways get clogged.
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